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ABSTRACT

In current years, yoga has turn out to be a part of existence for plenty human beings throughout the world. Due to this there may be the want of medical evaluation of y postures. The reputation system is primarily based totally on device getting to know. Firstly, a dataset with the human body's coordinates is created. Existing datasets for getting to know of poses are determined to be now no longer tough sufficient in phrases of pose diversity, item occlusion and think about points. Then, a education version is advanced the use of Logistic Regression and an final results to be achieved. Finally, the version is applied to detecting the opportunity of correctness of various yoga poses. If the opportunity is to tons low it's going to ring the buzzer. We also are capable of hit upon incorrect workout and capable of accurate them with the aid of using this project.

Index Terms: Human pose; Human Coordinates; Logistic Regression; Machine Learning; Random Forest Classifier; Yoga Pose Detection.

INTRODUCTION

People are inherently at risk of numerous health problems, such as musculoskeletal disorders, which require set off interest. Every 12 months, a substantial range of people are stricken by musculoskeletal problems due to injuries or the herbal ageing procedure. Yoga gives a potential street for improving one's bodily properly-being. However, it is important to exercising caution because flawed execution of yoga poses can result in destructive results for one's fitness. For this reason, it is crucial to receive right guidance whilst undertaking such activities independently. With appropriate preparation, individuals can derive numerous advantages from yoga while enhancing their overall fitness. Yoga postures play a pivotal role in selling mindfulness, stability, and physical strength in each the frame and mind. But, it is important to emphasize that wrong yoga postures can probably result in serious headaches, which include strokes and nerve harm. Therefore, it's far vital to follow appropriate yoga postures to make certain protection. In recent times, humanity has faced unexpected events and accidents that have led to big lack of existence. To address this trouble, there may be a developing need to develop a dependable and fee-powerful system capable of preventing such unforeseen incidents. However, the project lies in detecting the correctness of yoga poses. Previous studies has primarily targeted at the usage of Neural Networks for duties like item classification, photo segmentation, and efficient picture type models.

Logistic Regression (LR) is a famous choice in gadget studying for type tasks due to its effectiveness in coping with big datasets and its capability to offer probabilistic outputs. Those outputs can be used to calculate the likelihood of a selected hobby. LR is also computationally green, making it suitable for real-time processing of streaming information. Therefore, via incorporating LR into a Visio motion insight Precision Surveillance and activity analysis system, we can precisely classify and discover diverse yoga poses. This era can find packages in fields along with safety surveillance and healthcare tracking.
On this have a look at, we introduce a Visio motion insight Precision Surveillance and interest analysis system that leverages Logistic Regression and Random forest algorithms to decorate the detection of correct yoga pose. This machine is a non-invasive, automated tool based totally on live camera feeds, designed to hastily and correctly perceive yoga poses and compare their correctness.

RELATED WORK

Deep learning is a promising area of research that allows us to examine large amounts of data in a scalable manner. Deep learning, unlike traditional machine learning models, does not require feature extraction or engineering since it understands complex patterns in data and extracts features on its own. Earlier work emphasized on the visual look of structures, which depict nature of human creation as a solid arrangement. Humans with skeletons connecting their bodily parts are employed to acquire knowledge into the human body. To assume that each body part is independent of the others, a preset kinematic body model is typically utilized. Extensive extensions have lately been created, such as mixed, hierarchical, multimodal, and powerful appearance models, such as falling/sequential prediction.

Initially, the image of a yoga practitioner performing an asana was captured by a camera and fed separately to the four deep learning architectures, which then estimate the pose performed by the practitioner by comparing it with the pertained model. If it does not match any of the five asana, an error was shown. Initially, the image of a yoga practitioner performing an asana was captured by a camera and fed separately to the four deep learning architectures, which then estimate the pose performed by the practitioner by comparing it with the pertained model. If it does not match any of the five asana, an error was shown.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Our device is capable of figuring out and classifying exceptional yoga poses and supplying indicators on whether the yoga pose is correct or no longer. Unlike different initiatives that target either identifying yoga poses or detecting correctness of yoga poses, our project plays each obligations inside a single system and additionally provide the opportunity of correctness of yoga poses. To develop and evaluate the overall performance of the Visio motion perception precision surveillance and activity analysis device utilizing Logistic Regression (LR) and Random forest Classifier, the following techniques were used.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

System Module: the first factor known as Preprocessing in which the gathered information is processed using various algorithms inclusive of system studying algorithms. The records processing is chargeable for figuring out sports and activities, and detecting suspicious behavior. Then comes characteristic Extraction wherein we extract the relevant capabilities from the image or live body which includes frame role, motion and coordinates. The next aspect is model improvement where we teach the version on the prepared dataset to optimize the model. The subsequent component is come across yoga pose. This factor uses the processed facts to discover the yoga pose of people. The gadget additionally detects accurate yoga poses. This aspect uses machine mastering algorithms to come across unusual styles or behavior. The very last element show output. This factor notifies the yoga pose finished and the opportunity correctness of yoga pose detected
Fig. 1. System Architecture of visiomotion insight precision surveillance and activity analysis system

The Fig. 1 depicts the System Architecture of Visio motion insight precision surveillance and activity analysis system. The System Architecture of the system has 2 major modules: User and System. These modules can further be divided into various components.
Mathematical Model

Let S be the Whole system S= \{I,P,O\} I-input

P-procedure O-output

Input(I)

I=\{ Live camera\} Where,
Camera -> captures whole body chords

Procedure (P),
P=\{I. Using I System perform operations and detect the yoga pose.\}

Output(O)-

O=\{System detect type of yoga pose.\}

Algorithm

Logistic regression is a extensively used statistical approach that is popular for its simplicity and interpretability. It's far commonly utilized in machine learning for classification tasks and is suitable for predicting binary results. So, logistic regression may be implemented to the sphere of human activity identity and suspicious behavior detection the usage of live digital camera.

Step 1: Accept Input Dataset \(D= D^S \cup D^T\) with feature representation \(X_i\)
Step 2: Dataset \(D= D^S \cup D^T\) with feature representation \(f_i\)
Step 3: Train the LLP classifier with \(D\)
Step 4: Predict the pseudo-label values for target data
Step 5: Yoga pose labels dataset: \(P = \{X_i, Y_i\}\)
Step 6: for \(r=1\) to \(R\) do
Step 7: Training subset: \(P'=\{m random samples\}\)
Step 8: Train projection functions \(f(\cdot)\) with \(P'\) using step 6
Step 9: end
Step 10: for \(i=1\) to \(n_s + n_t\) do
Step 11: for \(r=1\) to \(R\) do
Step 12: Obtain projection vector: \(V = f(x_i)\)
Step 13: end
Step 14: End
ADVANTAGES

Yoga assists in building endurance, stamina, strength, and energy on a physical level: Yoga is a holistic practice that goes beyond flexibility and relaxation. It actively engages various muscle groups, helping to build endurance and stamina. Through a series of asana (postures) and pranayama (breathing exercises), yoga contributes to improved physical strength and energy levels. Regular practice can lead to a noticeable increase in overall physical vitality, making it a valuable addition to any fitness routine.

Yoga improves strength, balance, and flexibility: One of the core benefits of yoga is the enhancement of physical attributes like strength, balance, and flexibility. The diverse range of poses and stretches involved in yoga helps to improve muscle tone, balance, and the body's range of motion. This, in turn, translates to better overall physical well-being and reduced risk of injury.

Yoga helps with back pain relief: Many individuals suffer from chronic back pain due to various factors like poor posture or muscle tension. Yoga offers an effective way to alleviate back pain. By focusing on poses that strengthen the back and improve posture, yoga can provide much-needed relief and promote a healthy, pain-free spine.

Yoga can ease arthritis symptoms: Arthritis can be a debilitating condition, causing joint pain and stiffness. Yoga, when practiced mindfully, can provide relief by increasing joint flexibility and reducing inflammation. The gentle, controlled movements in yoga can help individuals with arthritis maintain mobility and minimize discomfort.

Yoga benefits heart health: Yoga isn't just about the physical; it also has a profound impact on cardiovascular health. Through practices like meditation, deep breathing, and relaxation, yoga can lower blood pressure, reduce stress, and enhance overall heart health. These benefits make it an excellent complement to a heart-healthy lifestyle.

CONCLUSION

We are able to endorse yoga posture popularity and correction inside the proposed machine. The device evaluates a learner's Yoga pose by way of: Detecting the pose, measuring the difference in frame angles between a teacher's and a consumer's stance, figuring out the misguided component between the learner and the trainer, and categorizing the pose into four ranges based on the average attitude difference.
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